Fear of Populism

By Anna Von Reitz

The top agenda item at this years infamous Bilderburger meeting was the rise of Populism worldwide. Translate that as peasants with pitchforks.

It can also be interpreted as "Nationalism", which is, of course, anathema to the Globalist swine who wish us to live in one big penal colony, wearing the same clothes, eating the same nasty food, and obeying their every whim.

It's good that they are afraid of Populism/Nationalism and in general, afraid of us.

It's a fine day when those purporting to be "your" government feel a chill up their spines, which is the way things are meant to be. Keep up the good work. Keep educating yourselves.

Keep the pressure on the politicians, bankers, and others responsible for The Mess. Keep centered on peace and refuse all attempts to manipulate your countries into war.

Keep bringing forward your dignity and your demand to end all vestiges of Commercial Feudalism, all false claims and presumptions against your Good Name and estate, all attempts to continue on with the business of Mystery Babylon as usual.

Refuse all attempts to call you "Mister" or "Missus" or "Miss" which are all terms used to address British servants and British military personnel. Refuse all attempts to mischaracterize you as a "resident". That is code-speak for British Territorial personnel living on our shores on a temporary basis to provide "essential government services".

If someone starts talking about the "United States"--- ask which one, and nail them down. The actual United States formed in 1776? The Federal United States formed in 1787? The Territorial United States formed in 1789? The Municipal United States formed in 1790? Or some other god-forsaken version of "United States" formed how, when, where and in what jurisdiction?

Take absolutely nothing for granted. Leave no strings flapping.

Always tell judges, politicians, and anyone else who needs to know, that you have never knowingly or willingly accepted Territorial or Municipal citizenship and that you don't consider it any benefit. Say so in your Testament, when you direct your End of Life affairs.

Write your Testaments on the fly-leaf of your Bibles and when you bring that book into these venal courts, know that the only reason anyone ever stood up when the judge walked in, was because in our courts the judges always carried the Bible with them. We stood up out of respect for the scripture which is the embodiment and basis for the American Common Law.
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